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We did not discuss all analytical options in our paper since our focus was whether statistical adjustment is appropriate from a *causal inference* perspective \[[@CR4]\]. Confusion arises if results from different evaluations of the same focal relationship differ or contradict. But there is no 'paradox' if the 'correct' or 'meaningful' analysis can be guided by *context*. Context need not be linked to the mathematics of analytical options. For Simpson's paradox, suppression *and* Lord's paradox the identical question is: *which analytical option is 'correct' or 'meaningful'?*

The answer is not obtainable from data or mathematics, but from *contextual theory*. For instance, we assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There are additional complications with Lord's paradox. Change-scores ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y\sim X$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR6]\]. Despite multiple analytical options, there is none that yields *total* effect of sex on weight change.

Thinking more generally, as encouraged in the 1969 note, different contexts warrant different analytical strategies. Suppose, for instance, students are assigned to (mixed-sex) halls and the research question examines how halls affect weight change during the college year. Baseline weight ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lord's paradox may be especially challenging and there are several analytical options \[[@CR2]\], but Lord stressed the same *interpretational* issues as for Simpson's paradox and suppression \[[@CR3]\]. Understanding *context* is essential. In our exposition of this issue, we focus on the analytical validity according to *context* \[[@CR4]\]. Although Nickerson and Brown provide an excellent exposition of the mathematics of statistical adjustment, analytical validity is more than algebra; robust and meaningful inference needs causal thinking \[[@CR5]\], which is complementary.
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